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ABSTRACT. For several years Georgian Institute of Metallurgy and Materials Science has been
actively working now to develop the technology of direct rolling, where casting and rolling plant was
designed and pilot version constructed.  The method is a combination of two independent processes
(continuous casting, hot rolling). First of all, we assessed the minimum strains providing properties of
the rolled metal for the billet produced by the method. Examination of metallographic and mechanic
properties of the samples produced with different strains show that the strain of 35-40% is quite
sufficient for the billet to gain the properties of rolled metal. Under such strain proper time and velocity
necessary for production of the metal sheet of h/2 thickness were theoretically calculated. The values of
all parameters and their interdependence are provided in the paper as nomograms. The experiments
show that the difference between theoretical computations and experimental data is no more than 5-7%.
The mentioned method, i.e., the so-called direct method was used to develop the technology for production
of aluminium sheets of 8, 9 and 10mm thickness. © 2015 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Today, the world leading steel manufacturers pay
great attention to development of the highly efficient
modular equipment and plants for low-productive
companies. Against the background of the world en-
ergy crisis, great emphasis is placed on significant
reduction of energy carriers and capital investments
per ton metal production. In that direction the prior-
ity is given to metal sheets production using com-
pact casting and rolling plants (so-called direct
method). The mentioned method permits 6-7-fold re-
duction of energy resources, reduction of steel loss

by 5-7%, and moreover, it allows to cut out 60-70% of
expensive equipment and plants from the techno-
logical processes (casting and rolling plants), which,
in its part, leads to significant reduction of produc-
tion space and capital investments. All of these to-
gether with the highly ecological factors show clearly
why the mentioned method is considered to be the
most actual and prospective today.

The method of direct rolling is quite simple.  Liq-
uid metal is poured between a pair of rotating rolls
equipped with cooling system and placed in a hori-
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zontal plane at a certain distance from each other.
Rotation velocity is such that the billet coming out of
the rolls has enough time for crystallization. By
means of the rolls rotation velocity variation the metal
crystallization front can be shifted to the line joining
the centers of the rolls to regulate the hot rolling
process necessary for producing a strong fine-grained
structure.

Georgian Institute of Metallurgy and Materials
has been actively working for several years now to
develop the technology of “direct rolling” process.
According to the detailed analysis of the available
sources a pilot casting and rolling plant construction
was developed and fabricated in metal. During the
experimental researches the construction was per-
manently refined. Fig. 1 shows the scheme of the
final version of a pilot casting and rolling plant.Since
the process is so complex and there is not much  ex-
perience in that direction we decided to study and
develop the technology for production of thin sheets
of non ferrous metals at the first stage.

 As it was mentioned above, by means of the rolls
rotation velocity variation the liquid metal crystalli-
zation front (point C, Fig. 2) can be shifted to the line
OO' joining the centers of the rolls. The higher the
point the more is the billet strain in hot rolling, and
consequently, the greater are the forces generated
on the rolls. These are the forces regulating the proc-
ess of casting. Theoretical calculation estimates the
force to be maintained throughout the process of
casting in order to avoid the metal crack (due to in-
sufficient cooling) and the billet jam between the rolls
due to the greater strain than admissible. At the first
stage it was necessary to estimate the minimum strain
providing the billet with the mechanic and structural
properties peculiar to the rolled metal. To this end
some aluminium billets of  16mm (chemical compo-
sition of the metal is given in Table 1) were casted.

They were processed in hot rolling (500-5500C) at
different strains   20-60%. It was estimated that at
35-40% strain the samples completely satisfy mechani-
cal properties of  the rolled metal.  The results of the

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the casting and rolling
plant construction
1. Lateral supporting plate; 2. Cassette for regulation
of the billet thickness; 3. Roll of the driving gear; 4.
Pair of roll-crystallizers; 5-6. Water pipes; 7. Groove
for pouring the metal; 8.Cylindrical gear rotating the
roll; 9. Double-step cylindrical reducer; 10. Direct
current generator; 11. Sprocket providing vibration of
the closing plate; 12. Lateral closing plate.

Fig. 2. Scheme of the billet shaping process in direct
    rolling

Table 1. Chemical composition %

Si-% MMg-% Ca-% Fe-% Mn-% Ni-% Ti-% Cu-% Pb-% Al-% 

0.1 0.08 0.2 0.8 0.02 0.02 - 0.005 0.1 98 
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mechanical properties tests (on strain) of the sam-
ples before and after rolling are given in Table 2.

The forces generated on the rolls at 15-50% strain
were theoretically calculated (with account of the bil-
let size, the temperature and chemical composition of
the metal, the diameter and rotation velocity of the
rolls). Relation between the forces generated on the
rolls for producing the aluminium sheets of 8 10mm
thickness and 240 mm width with respect to the posi-
tion of point C and the strain percentage in the proc-
ess of rolling are given in Tables 3, 4 and 5.

The direct rolling process of billet shaping in the
crystallizer is given by a diagram in Fig. 3 (A, B, C)
illustrating the relation between the forces generated
on the rolls at different strains (0-50%) and position of
C to the axial line OO',  time of complete crystallization
and the casting velocities necessary for such a mode.

Since the process of direct rolling involves a com-

bined crystallizer, a pair of rotating (rolls) and a pair
of stationary (lateral plates) walls, in hot rolling the
billets coming out of the crystallizer meet some re-
sistance from the forces generated on the rolls as
well as from the forces acting on the lateral plates. On
the lateral plates the forces are generated due to the
ferrostatic strain of the liquid metal, on the one hand,
and on the other hand, due to the sliding friction
caused by lateral deformation derived in the process
of  hot rolling of the billet.

In the first case:
Fpl = 0.5 HS [1.2.3.],

where  is the friction coefficient;  – specific weight
of the casting metal, kg/m3; H – height of the liquid
pole (up to point C), m; S – contact area for both
lateral plates and the liquid metal, m2;

The value of lateral deformation can be calcu-
lated according to Bakhtinov’s formula [4]
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where b  is a linear expansion, m; h – linear strain,
m; h0 – the billet thickness at the beginning of defor-
mation, m (at point C);  – friction coefficient; r –
radius of the rolls, m.

However, both values are so small that in calcula-
tions of the parameters of energy and power, they
can be neglected.

Thus, knowing the position of the liquid metal
meniscus aganst the axial line OO'  (angle  is taken
according to the recommendation given in [4])  and
position C at 3540% we can use  formula of  Brovman
and Tselikov [5] to compute the time necessary for
receiving the thickness of 1/2h and the rolls rotation
velocity, which is equal to:
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where w – is the rolls rotation velocity; – value of
the angle at point A;  – value of the angle at point C;
R – radius, m; h – billet thickness, m; k – value  analo-

Table 2. Mechanical properties (on strain)

 rolled before rolling ε 35% 

 вn/mm²ߪ %ߜ вn/mm²ߪ %ߜ #

1 33 73 26.6 107.5 

2 17 69 30.0 107.8 

3 23 73 30.0 107.4 

4 13 68 30.0 110.0 

5 33 75 28.7 127.5 

 

Table 3. Theoretically calculated energy-power
parameters in casting process h - 10 mm
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C0 10 10 0 0 0 2.0 2,5 

C 10 12 20.6 16.6 166 2.9 1.7 

C1 10 14 29.0 28.0 280 4.1 1.12 

C2 10 16 35.4 37.0 390 5.4 0.80 

C3 10 18 40.8 44.0 500 6.2 0.60 

C4 10 20 45.4 50.0 620 8.2 0.44 
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gous to crystallization coefficient in m2/sec; x0 – con-
stant (velocity of the skin expansion at the initial
stage of crystallization), m.

On the basis of the method described above the
optimal velocity for the rolls with 420mm diameter
was established to be 0.7rot/min (V=0.92 m/min) for
casting an aluminium sheet of 10mm thickness and
240mm width at 35-40% strain. Certainly, in real proc-
ess of casting the crystallization front is not uni-
formly distributed throughout the cross section,
which is due to the method of liquid metal delivery
to the crystallizer. The metal flows derived at that
moment break the integrity of the crystallization
front. Therefore, in real casting the forces derived
on rolls are admissible to be 5-10% more compared
to the optimal one, the more so if the forces of
friction coefficient on the lateral closing plates are
neglected.

As our experiment shows, during casting the forces

change to 35-65t in great interval, but it is well regu-
lated by means of the rolls rotation velocity providing
a stable process. Such a change of forces is caused by
fluctuation of the level of liquid metal in crystalizer
because casting from the intermediate ladle is manu-
ally done.In conditions of 420 mm diameter crystallizer
when =300 the height of the metal pole in the
crystallizer is just 110 -115mm, while 10-20mm varia-
tion of the metal has a great influence on crystalliza-
tion process. Experimental casting proceeds in quite a
short period (3) and since the velocity variation proc-
ess is easily regulated this is not a great problem. How-
ever, in conditions of manufacture the all-around au-
tomation of the process will be necessary.

The same method was used for estimating the
velocity for aluminium sheets of  8-9 mm thick.

As the experiments showed, technological param-
eters computed theoretically do not greatly differ from
the parameters estimated experimentally.

Table 4. Theoretically calculated energy-power parameters in casting process h - 10 mm

 h, mm h0, mm ℓ, mm ε, % P, kn τwm Vm/wT 

C0 9 9 0 0 0 1.7 2.8 

C 9 10 20.5 10 9.6 2.16 2.2 

C1 9 12 25 25 23.2 2.9 1.65 

C2 9 14 29.2 35 35.2 4.1 1.1 

C3 9 16 38.2 43.7 45.7 5.4 0.73 

C4 9 18 43.3 50 60 6.2 0.6 

 

Table 5. Theoretically calculated energy-power parameters in casting process h - 10 mm

 h, mm h0, mm ℓ, mm ε, % P, kn τwm Vm/wT 

C0 8 8 0 0 0 3.1 1.7 

C 8 19.0 14.6 11 110 2.56 2.1 

C1 8 10 20.5 25 179 2.16 2.3 

C2 8 12 32.7 33 306 2.9 1.5 

C3 8 14 35.4 43 421 4.1 1.02 

C4 8 16 40.8 50 544 5.4 0.66 
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Fig. 3. Nomogram of relation between the billet crystallization velocity and the forces generated on the rolls in the
process of direct rolling. A) h=10mm;  B) h=9mm; C) h=8mm.
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metalurgia

usxmulo glinvis meTodiT Txeli liTonuri
furclebis warmoebis teqnologiuri
parametrebis gansazRvra
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ramdenime welia saqarTvelos metalurgiisa da masalaTmcodneobis institutSi
mimdinareobs aqtiuri muSaoba “usxmulo glinvis” procesis teqnologiis aTvisebasTan
dakavSirebiT. damuSavda saCamosxmo-saglinavi danadgaris konstruqcia da damzadda
liTonSi misi sacdeli varianti. warmodgenili meTodi ori, erTmaneTisagan damoukidebeli
procesis (uwyveti Camosxma, cxlad glinva) erTobliobas warmoadgens. pirvel rigSi
dadginda is minimaluri moWimvebi, rac am meTodiT miRebul namzads naglini furclis
damaxasiaTebel Tvisebebs SesZenda. rogorc sxvadasxva moWimvebiT miRebuli nimuSebis
metalografiulma da meqanikuri Tvisebebis gamocdam gviCvena, 35-40%-iani moWimva savsebiT
sakmarisia, rom namzadis liTonma naglinisaTvis damaxasiaTebeli Tvisebebi SeiZinos.
dadgenili iyo (Teoriuli gaTvlebiT) am donis moWimvebisas glinebze warmoqmnili
RerZula xazis mimarT, h/2 sisqis qerqis formirebis dro da Sesabamisi Camosxmis siCqare.
yvela am parametris mniSvneloba da urTierTkavSiri moyvanilia sur. 3-ze warmodgenili
nomogramebis saxiT. rogorc eqsperimentuli kvlevebis Sedegad gamoCnda, gansxvaveba
Teoriul gaTvlebsa da eqsperimentul monacemebs Soris cdomilebebis farglebSia da 5-
7% ar aRemateba. aRniSnuli meTodikiT aris aTvisebuli 8, 9 da 10 mm sisqis aluminis
furclebis warmoebis teqnologia e. w. “usxmulo glinvis” meTodiT.
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